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The Cariboo is published by Paul J. Crozier Smith as an electronic 
newsletter for the enjoyment of those modelers and railfans of BC 
Rail/BCR/PGE/HS&N/HSPV&N. 
 
If you have any material to contribute please contact Paul at pjcrozier-
smith@shaw.ca  Please submit material in doc form as I can not include 
them as part of the issue if in pdf form. 
 
Editorial 
I am still struggling trying to get enough material from people for 
articles. 
 
Products of Note 
ORO Decals has been turning out a number of different sets of decals 
oriented on BCR and PGE as well as other roads.  The releases of PGE/BCR 
decals are too many to list here, but if you go ORO’s Decals website 
http://www.orodecals.com/ you can see for yourself.  I have used their 
decals and they are excellent. 
 
Railflyer Model Prototypes announced their new pilots, DP 0901 for the 
BCR.  They will work with their GMDD Steps and coupler plates.  The last 
order of BCR SD40-2's used their DP 1067 EMD SD Short Jack Pads.  Their 
GMD Cab Steps DP 1048 will allow you build an accurate sub-base.  Also, 
their GMDD Tread-plate for the spartan cab SD40-2's is going into 
production later in February.  This is match for our GMDD Steps as well.  
Their website is http://www. Railflyermodelprototypes.com/detailparts.htm 
 
 
Motive Power Department 
 
CN has made its claim to reduce the number of BC Rail units from the 
roster.  Gone now are all the B36-7’s, C30-7u’s and a substantial number 
of RS-18u’s and some slugs.  RS-18u 613 was retired September, 2006, this 
leaves only eleven of the RS-18u’s left; and there are only six slugs left 
on the roster.  B39-8 3910 suffered an engine fire and it was thought she 
would be the first BC Rail unit to be CN’ed but on October 31, 2006 she 
was seen in St Louis in a fresh coat of BC Rail blue.  The SD40-2’s, B39-
8’s, Dash 8-40CMu’s, Dash 8-44CWL’s and Dash 8-44CW’s are the only groups 
left intact once CN took over and all have been upgraded for international 
service so can be seen anywhere on the CN system. 
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N has suffered numerous derailments and accidents since CN took over. 
any well documented elsewhere.  After the conductor and trainman were 
illed just north of Lillooet when CN GP40-2 9606 ran away, the CTC 
rdered CN to use only dynamic brake equipped units on the steep grades 
orth of Lillooet.  Because of this order CN reassigned Wisconsin Central 
P38-2’s 2001-2006 to BC Rail territory.   



bothersome at the end of the summer as the season is preparing The Station at Leo Creek 
for short fall and the long winter. The people alighting from the 

by Derric Gerdes train are probably young adventurers, prepared for the 
On page 200 of J.F. Garden’s Book on the BCR, there wilderness, looking forward to some unspoiled trout fishing or 

is a picture by Steve Patterson, showing the activities around some bush whacking in this remote wilderness where large and 
this place. The Takla Combine preparing for departure, or small game may cross your path at any moment. The BCR has 
loading passengers and their gear and you can almost smell the ventured into this country to tap the vast timber resources as 
pitch of the trees, hear the incessant humming of the mosquitos well as as the mining potential, on the way to the Dease Lake 
and sense the vicious sting of the blackflies, still being terminus.

Traversing this country in those days,  one encounters not where the action was, where six-axle lash-ups were not 
roads resembling dry washes or river beds and the cautious allowed to roam. And yet, this station continued to intrigue me, 
traveller carried two spare tires and extra gas in a jerry can, as ever since I saw Steve Patterson’s photo. This fascination grew 
you were far away from your nearest service station and cell exponentially with the passage of time and the number of blank 
phones had not hit the streets as yet. I get nostalgic when I look stares I garnered, when canvassing my contacts for different 
at these pictures and feel quite strongly, that by losing the BCR, views of this building.
British Columbia has lost another heritage, pure and simple, So I started to draw from the evidence available and 
and the take-over of the line by a now global corporation started to fill in the blanks with imaginary structural features, 
clearly shows  the rule of the bottom line, as the accident and gradually, it took on what I consider a believable shape. It 
figures vividly demonstrate. looks – for all intents and purposes – like a pole barn and may 

Alas, even though I frequently criss- crossed the BCR have been constructed around a trailer or two, as evidenced by 
tracks, travelling west, I never managed to look up this gem of the two types of corrugated siding. 
railroad pioneering, and I did not yet run into anyone else that The building would make a fascinating, compact 
bothered to visit the site and photograph it. Off course, this was model, what with the different colours, siding patterns and the 



roofing. Then, too, you have the different types of windows sawmill in the distance and huge clouds of dust, swept up by 
and doors that lend it character, but the circumferential poles passing traffic. As it is hard to model the swirling dust, one has 
that really make it stand out need to be identified as to whether to imagine the scene soon after a rare downpour. 
they are square or round in their cross section. I wondered I have almost resigned myself now to the realization, 
even whether they were railroad ties, as they fit the dimension that the Leo Creek station will have to be remembered the way 
of them and the other building components were sort of it is depicted in J.F. Garden’s epic book: whatever isn’t shown 
“found” items, too. Interesting proposition. in the picture will have to imagined. Would that I should be so 

Earlier in my travels I had come across a construction lucky, that someone has another picture or a vivid recollection 
trailer of “Atco” or similar coinage, at trackside, right along a of some detail that I have misrepresented in my drawing. I 
dusty gravel road, a few miles north of Fort St. James with a promise that I will publish my foregoing doodles post haste, 
two-tone green RS-18 idling right beside it. The name of the lest history be corrupted.
station escapes me now, but I had photographed it without Then construction can proceed, first of the station, 
being able to locate the slide – so far. then a kitbash of  the Takla Coach, and finally a  gypo sawmill 

The scene would be a cinch to model: a very large from the Jack Work article in MR (plans for which can be 
clearing, not  pine or spruce needle in sight, except for a few found in their website index) and – voila – a Stuart or Takla 
low, dusty poplar, willow and cranberry bushes with a “gypo” subdivision is created in miniature.
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